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A better knowledge of (n, xn) reaction cross sections is important for both reaction modeling and energy
applications. This article focuses on inelastic scattering of neutrons off 238U for which improvements are needed
to better constrain evaluations and solve inconsistencies in nuclear power reactor calculations. A new precise
measurement of (n, xnγ ) reaction cross sections on 238U has been performed at the GELINA (Geel Electron LIN-
ear Accelerator) neutron facility operated by EC-JRC-Geel (Belgium) with the GRAPhEME (GeRmanium array
for Actinides PrEcise MEasurements) setup. The prompt γ -ray spectroscopy method coupled to time-of-flight
measurements is used to extract (n, xnγ ) cross section values which can be further combined to infer the total
neutron inelastic scattering cross section. Cross section data for 18 γ transitions (five never measured before) are
presented and compared to the data in the literature. Emphasis is especially given to the uncertainty determination
to produce partial cross section data as accurate as possible. Due to intrinsic limitations of the experimental
method, the use of additional nuclear structure information coupled with theoretical modeling is required to
determine the total (n, n′) cross section over the whole neutron energy range. We have investigated modeling
aspects of the 238U(n, n′γ ) cross sections related to the description of compound nucleus and preequilibirum
mechanisms as well as the discrete part of nuclear structure. Through comparison between experimental and
calculated (n, n′γ ) cross sections, we pinpoint inaccuracies in the description of specific reaction mechanisms
and challenge recently implemented models. This helps improving the whole modeling of the (n, n′) reaction.
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I. INTRODUCTION33

An accurate theoretical description of the various com-34

peting mechanisms involved during the collision between35

a medium energy neutron and a target nucleus remains a36

challenge. Precise and specific measurements are needed to37

validate, constrain, and identify the aspects of the modeling38

that need improvement.39

The important reaction discussed in the present study is the40

collision of a neutron with a 238U target which is the most41

abundant nucleus in present day nuclear power reactors. A42

precise knowledge of the 238U(n, n′) inelastic process, as it43

strongly contributes to the slowing down of the fast neutrons,44

is required to optimize new reactor designs [1] and to ac-45

curately model current light water reactors (especially their46

radial power map). These reactor studies are made with neu-47

tron transport simulation codes which use evaluation files as48

inputs. These files contain all the nuclear physics parameters49
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required to describe the interaction between particles with 50

matter. The evaluation process combines information from 51

experimental data and state of the art of theoretical modeling 52

to produce the best estimation of a nuclear observable like 53

cross sections. On top of that, experimental reactor validation 54

studies are performed to provide insights on the integrated 55

cross sections of specific reaction channels [2]. In Ref. [2], the 56

comparison between calculated and experimental values (of 57

multiplication factors and neutron spectral indices for natural 58

uranium reflected critical spheres and parallelograms) showed 59

a clear overestimation by about (10 ± 2)% of the JEFF-3.1.1 60

238U(n, n′) inelastic scattering off the continuum in the 2–5 61

MeV energy region [3]. Finally, it has been shown that to 62

meet the target accuracy of large reactor simulations, the 63

uncertainty for the (n, n′) cross section should be about 2% 64

to 3% [1,4]. All these considerations lead thus to the need 65

of a new and accurate measurement of the 238U(n, n′) cross 66

section. 67

Measuring and modeling (n, n′) cross section is chal- 68

lenging leading to large uncertainties. Therefore it features 69

prominently in the High Priority Request List (HPRL) 70
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FIG. 1. Evaluated [21–26] and experimental 238U inelastic scat-
tering cross section data [7,8,10–16]. The experimental data marked
with * have been corrected using model calculations.

of the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) [4] to encour-71

age the experimental community to produce accurate new72

measurements.73

A large amount of data (total and partial cross section)74

related to the 238U(n, n′) reaction are present in the EXFOR75

database [5]. The first referenced measurement was published76

in 1956 and the last one in 2009. All these experiments rely77

on different techniques (time of flight [6–8], transmission78

[9], prompt γ -ray spectroscopy [6], etc.), different detection79

instruments (proportional counter [10], scintillator [8,11–13],80

3He counter [14], etc.) and several facilities (reactor [10,15],81

Van de Graaff [7,11,16] or LINAC [6,8,12] accelerators, etc.).82

Up to 200 keV, the cross section of the first excited level pro-83

duction can be used as total inelastic [12], as the second level84

contribution is small. And finally, partial data complemented85

with model calculations to provide total cross section values86

can be also considered for the 1 to 5 MeV neutron energy87

range (e.g., [13,17]). Figure 1 compiles 238U(n, n′) cross sec-88

tions from experimental (EXFOR [5]) and evaluated data files.89

Despite these experimental data sets, large differences are still90

present between evaluations as also highlighted in the CIELO91

project [18].92

A better knowledge of the 238U(n, n′) cross section re-93

quires both experimental efforts and model improvements.94

The modeling-experiment complementarity is especially im-95

portant for the prompt γ -ray spectroscopy method [19,20],96

which allows the measurements of γ -ray production cross sec-97

tions (n, xnγ ) and from which the total (n, xn) cross section98

can be deduced using level and decay sequence information99

from literature. Theoretical modeling is needed when exper-100

imental information is missing. Another approach would be101

to calculate (n, xn) cross sections using theoretical models a102

priori constrained or improved by comparisons to the experi-103

mental (n, xnγ ) data [20]. To pinpoint model inaccuracies and104

thus help improving the whole modeling of the reaction, new105

advances in the description of compound nucleus reactions106

and preequilibrium emission as well as variations on the nu-107

clear structure description are tested through a comparison to108

these new measurements.109

In this paper, we present the experimental effort to measure 110

new accurate and reliable 238U(n, n′γ ) cross section data and 111

new theoretical developments that could be used in the future 112

to produce a more precise total inelastic cross section. 113

The second section describes the experimental part of the 114

work. The facility and experimental devices used to measure 115

(n, n′γ ) cross section are presented as well as the data analysis 116

procedure and uncertainty determination. In the third section, 117

the new cross section data are compared to existing ones. In 118

the fourth section, calculations are compared to experimental 119

data. The main modeling aspects of the (n, n′γ ) reaction are 120

also recalled. Then, specific modeling features related to the 121

compound nucleus and preequilibrium emission processes are 122

discussed. Finally, the fifth section emphasizes the impor- 123

tance of the 238U nuclear structure knowledge for such studies 124

through a sensitivity study based on Monte Carlo (MC) cal- 125

culations, and variations of the discrete levels description. A 126

conclusion ends the paper and an outlook is given. 127

II. THE GRAPHEME SETUP AT GELINA AND 128

DATA ANALYSIS 129

This section is devoted to the description of the exper- 130

imental setup and data analysis procedure used for these 131

measurements. As detailed descriptions have been made al- 132

ready in previous publications [27,28], emphasis will be given 133

here only on specific items related to the 238U(n, xnγ ) mea- 134

surements. 135

A. The GELINA neutron beam facility and the 136

GRAPhEME setup 137

The reported measurement was performed with the 138

GRAPhEME setup [28] at the GELINA neutron beam facility 139

operated by EC-JRC-Geel (Belgium) [29,30]. The neutrons 140

are produced by photofission and (γ , xn) reactions in a 141

depleted uranium target [31]. They are emitted with a char- 142

acteristic mix of a fission (20%) and an evaporation spectrum 143

(neutron energies from a few eV to 20 MeV). They fly along 144

12 flight paths around the production source. A moderator is 145

placed above and below the target to extend the neutrons’ 146

spectrum down to several meV. However, the GRAPhEME 147

spectrometer, placed at 30 m from the neutron source, is not 148

viewing the moderators, but views directly the uranium target. 149

GRAPhEME is composed of four high purity germanium 150

(HPGe) planar detectors for γ detection and a fission chamber 151

for the neutron flux determination. The signals (time and en- 152

ergy) from the detectors are recorded by a digital acquisition 153

system based on TNT2 cards [32] (14 bits for amplitude reso- 154

lution and a 100 MHz sampling frequency). Figure 2 presents 155

a part of the two-dimensional (γ -ray energy versus time of 156

flight) distribution obtained for one detector during the 238U 157

measurement campaign. 158

The germanium detectors, named G110, B110, G150 and 159

R150, are placed around the sample at 110◦ and 150◦ with 160

regards to the neutron beam to allow the precise angular 161

integration of the γ -ray production cross sections. The design 162

of GRAPhEME has been optimized for measurements with 163

actinide samples. The efficiency of each HPGe detector has 164
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FIG. 2. Two-dimensional plot for γ -ray energy (keV) as a func-
tion of the time of flight (channels) where one sees the γ rays from
different sources [γ flash, 238U radioactivity, (n, xn) reactions, etc.].

been precisely studied with source measurements (152Eu) cou-165

pled with MCNPX simulations [33]. To take into account the166

spatial distribution of the neutron beam (55 mm in diameter),167

source measurements have been performed with point sources168

at different positions relative to the center of the beam and169

also with an extended source. If the sample is radioactive, the170

radioactive decay can also be used for efficiency calibration.171

Once the detectors geometry is well defined, the production172

for each γ transition is simulated including the 238U sample to173

take into account the self-absorption of the γ ’s in the sample.174

For the fission chamber, as described in Ref. [27], its operation175

has been optimized to maximize the efficiency of detection.176

B. 238U sample177

A good knowledge of the sample details is crucial for178

an accurate determination of the cross sections. Indeed, the179

number of 238U atoms appears directly in the cross section180

formula but, in addition, the composition and the size of the181

sample play an important role in the γ -ray efficiency calcu-182

lation (via the γ -ray attenuation coefficient) [27]. To obtain183

an accurate estimation of the number of 238U atoms contained184

in the natU sample, and beyond the information given by the185

manufacturer (Goodfellow), we take advantage of the radioac-186

tive nature of the sample, as follows. From the manufacturer187

we obtained a natU sample which is a rolled sample (disk)188

made of 99.9% natural uranium with a diameter and thickness189

of respectively 70.0(5) mm and 0.18(4) mm, according to190

the specifications of Goodfellow. The huge uncertainty on191

the thickness (20%) is far from satisfactory, thus the sample192

was characterized by the target laboratory of EC-JRC-Geel193

(Belgium). The measurements give a mass of 10.61911(7) g194

and diameter and thickness of 70.16(3) mm and 0.181(6) mm,195

respectively. The given uncertainties of the thickness and a196

diameter are the standard deviations of several measurements. 197

These numbers lead to an apparent density of 15.173 g/cm3
198

which does not correspond to the one of pure metallic ura- 199

nium (18.95 g/cm3 [34]). To determine the real mass of 238U, 200

we measured with GRAPhEME the γ -ray energy distribu- 201

tion from the radioactivity of the sample. To estimate, using 202

MCNPX simulations, the efficiency of the HPGe detectors for 203

these γ lines we introduce oxidation to take into account the 204

apparent density. As already done in the work mentioned in 205

Ref. [27], the sample is considered to have a core of natural 206

uranium (density 18.95 g/cm3) surrounded by layers of UO2 207

(density 10.97 g/cm3); the thicknesses of the different regions 208

are deduced using the apparent density. The determination of 209

the 238U mass was made using the 1001.03 keV γ line from 210

238U radioactivity registered in the four HPGe detectors. The 211

result is the average of nine measurements which leads to a 212

mass of 238U equal to 10.54(23) g. 213

C. Data analysis 214

More then 3000 hours of beam time have been collected 215

during different campaigns over three years. During such 216

long time measurement, instabilities in the electronics or 217

problems with detectors are not rare and the first step of 218

the analysis is thus the meticulous check of each run, for 219

energy and time channels of each detector, to choose only 220

very stable ones. This allows the summation of statistics for 221

all selected runs without degrading the time and/or energy 222

resolutions. The result of this selection is a collecting time 223

of 2139 h for two HPGe detectors and 731 h and 1139 h for 224

the two others. Once the data sets are prepared, we proceed 225

to the γ -lines identification. The very good resolutions of 226

the germanium detectors (0.7 keV at 122 keV) and time-of- 227

flight measurement allow a precise selection of γ rays from 228

(n, n′), (n, 2n), and (n, 3n) processes and their discrimination 229

in respect to other background γ lines (radioactivity, fission 230

products, shielding materials). Figure 3 shows portions of the 231

γ -ray energy distribution for one detector from 20 to 950 keV 232

and for the same time windows width in the radioactivity and 233

inelastic scattering region. Peaks from the 238U(n, n′) reaction 234

are highlighted. To describe the excitation function, γ spectra 235

are generated from the bidimensional matrix for appropriate 236

time (neutron energy) binning. The number of counts in each 237

γ peak of interest is then determined for each time window. 238

Here a careful analysis has been done for all contaminated 239

peaks by γ rays coming from radioactivity, fission products, 240

or other reaction processes which occurred in surrounding 241

materials. As explained in Ref. [28], the GF3 software [35] 242

is used to extract the appropriate number of γ ’s with the 243

following procedure. A first fit of the peak (and its surround- 244

ings) is performed for a time window corresponding to the 245

entire energy range of the process of interest [(n, n′), (n, 2n), 246

or (n, 3n)]. This first adjustment allows the determination of 247

the fit parameters with good statistics. Then the adjustment is 248

repeated for each neutron energy window and the number of 249

counts in the peak of interest is determined. For the neutron 250

flux calculation, the same time windows are applied on the 251

the fission chamber bi-dimensional matrix and the number of 252

fission events is deduced. Finally, for every γ transition, the 253
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FIG. 3. Portion of γ -ray energy distributions for one detector
from 20 to 950 keV. The red spectra were obtained by applying
a time window corresponding to the inelastic scattering incident
energies range. The blue spectra correspond to the radioactive decay
selected for the same time window width as the red spectra and
before the arrival of the neutrons. The 238U γ transitions for which
the cross section data are presented in this article are labeled; the
others (measured but not shown in this article) are marked with a
star.

differential cross section data for each detector (at θi equal to254

110◦ or 150◦) and for each neutron energy (En) are calculated255

following the formula256

dσ

d�
(θi, En) = 1

4π

NGE(θi, En)

NFC(En)

εFC

εGE

ςFC

ςsple

1

ηair
σF (En), (1)

where NGE and NFC represent the dead time-corrected num-257

bers of counts corresponding to a given γ ray in the HPGe258

detector i and to the fission chamber above the discrimination259

threshold, respectively, εGE and εFC are the germanium de-260

tector’s and the fission chamber’s efficiencies, σF is the 235U261

fission cross section [36], ςFC and ςsple are the areal density262

(atoms/cm2) of target nuclei in the 235U deposit and in the263

sample, and ηair is a correction factor which takes into account264

the attenuation of neutron beam between the fission chamber265

and the 238U sample. In the sample, additional neutrons can266

TABLE I. Values and uncertainties of the parameters used in the
cross section formula, Eq. (1).

Parameter Values Uncertainty (%)

NGE (En) 100–7000 80–1.5
NFC (En) 104–105 �1
εFC 0.94 2.1
εGE (Eγ ) 3 × 10−3–1 × 10−4 3
ςsple 6.897 × 1020 at. cm−2 2.4
ςFC 8.3 × 1017 at. cm−2 0.55
σF (En) 1–2 b 1.3–1.5
ηair 0.98 1

be produced by fission reactions on 238U, but also multiple 267

elastic and inelastic scatterings can occur. The resulting neu- 268

trons are able to produce (n, n′γ ) reactions which will be then 269

registered with a bad neutron energy. We have estimated these 270

contributions by calculating the proportion of the secondary 271

neutrons over the incident neutrons in the beam as a function 272

of energy. As the sample is rather thin, this proportion is small: 273

for fission, it is less than 1% up to 8 MeV and reaches only 2% 274

at 11 MeV. The contribution of secondary neutron from elastic 275

and inelastic scatterings is less than 0.3%. Taking into account 276

these numbers, no corrections were applied for these effects. It 277

has to be noticed that for some other data present in EXFOR, 278

this effect was taken into account by added a correction in the 279

cross section calculation. 280

The angle-integrated (n, n′γ ) cross section, σγ , is obtained 281

by the combination of the differential cross sections through 282

the Gaussian quadrature [37] [Eq. (2)]. Indeed, as detailed 283

in Refs. [27,28], the specific choice of the two angles 110◦
284

or 150◦ allows the exact integration of the γ -ray angular 285

distribution for transitions with multipolarity up to 3 using 286

Eq. (2), 287

σγ = 2π

[
w1

dσ

d�
(θ1) + w2

dσ

d�
(θ2)

]
(2)

where w1 = 0.69571 and w2 = 1.30429 are the weights asso- 288

ciated with the angles 150◦ and 110◦ respectively. It should 289

be noticed that the cross sections correspond to γ production 290

only and are not corrected for internal conversion. 291

D. Uncertainties 292

We have paid particular attention to the estimation of sys- 293

tematic uncertainties associated with the quantities involved 294

in the cross section formula, Eq. (1). In Ref. [19], details 295

are given on their determination. In Table I, we summarize 296

the magnitude (with the range of the parameter value) of the 297

total (systematic and statistical) uncertainties in the case of the 298

238U measurement. NGE and NFC are the numbers of counts 299

(γ ’s and fission products) corrected for dead time count loss. 300

For the germanium detectors of GRAPhEME with the data- 301

acquisition specified above, the dead time correction factor 302

varies from 1.2 to 1.6 with a relative uncertainty of 1%. For the 303

fission chamber this factor is 1.003 with a relative uncertainty 304

of 0.01%. One notices in some cases the uncertainty is as 305

high as 80%. This happened at very high incident energies 306
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TABLE II. Selection of identified γ energies [38] in the 238U energy spectra stemming from the 238U(n, n′) reactions. The possible
contamination of the peak in the spectra is mentioned in the three last columns. Levels are labeled as J


k where J is the level total angular
momentum, 
 = +/− its parity, and k counts the levels of the same J
 by increasing excitation energy.

Initial state Final state Peak pollution

Eγ (keV) E (keV) J

k E (keV) J


k Iγ γ multipolarity Process Eγ (keV) Elevel (keV)

44.915 (13) 44.916 (13) 2+
1 0 0+

1 100 E2
103.50 (4) 148.38 (3) 4+

1 44.916 (13) 2+
1 100 E2 X Kβ3 104.6

238U(n, 2n) 237U 103.68 159.962
159.018 (16) 307.18 (8) 6+

1 148.38 (3) 4+
1 100 E2 63Cu(n, γ ) 64Cu 159.28 159.28

210.6 (4) 518.1 (3) 8+
1 307.18 (8) 6+

1 100 E2
218.1 (3) 950.12 (20) 2−

1 731.93 (3) 3−
1 53 (6) ?

251.2 (7) 930.55 (9) 1−
2 680.11 (4) 1−

1 13.1 (14) ? 238U(n, γ ) 239U 250.06 292.6
257.8 (4) 775.9 (4) 10+

1 518.1 (3) 8+
1 100 E2

270.1 (4) 950.12 (20) 2−
1 680.11 (4) 1−

1 48 (8) ?
519.46 (8) 826.64 (11) 5−

1 307.18 (8) 6+
1 50 (3) E1

583.55 (3) 731.93 (3) 3−
1 148.38 (3) 4+

1 81.4 (16) E1 208Pb(n, n′) 208Pb 583.19 3500
63Cu(n, n′) 63Cu 584.82 1547

635.3 (3) 680.11 (4) 1−
1 44.916 (13) 2+

1 100.0 (20) E1
678.3 (3) 826.64 (11) 5−

1 148.38 (3) 4+
1 100 (6) E1

680.2 (5) 680.11 (4) 1−
1 0 0+

1 79 (4) E1
686.99 (3) 731.93 (3) 3−

1 44.916 (13) 2+
1 100 (2) E1

849.1 (4) 997.58 (7) 3−
2 148.38 (3) 4+

1 100 (3) E1 238U(n, 2n) 237U 849.45 (13) 905.73 (7)
885.46 (10) 930.55 (9) 1−

2 44.916 (13) 2+
1 100 (4) E1

905.5 (5) 950.12 (20) 2−
1 44.916 (13) 2+

1 100 (6) E1
952.65 (7) 997.58 (7) 3−

2 44.916 (13) 2+
1 56.8 (13) E1

where both the cross section and the neutron flux are very307

small and, additionally, in those instances when we had to308

perform a decomposition of a γ line of interest in several309

contributions. The most common uncertainty values range,310

however, between 1.5% and 20%.311

III. RESULTS312

In the γ spectrum, numerous γ rays come from inelastic313

scattering on 238U. Among these γ rays, we were able to314

determine cross section data for about 40, but not all will be315

reported here (see Table II). Only a selection of 18 transitions316

is presented to focus also on the comparison with model calcu-317

lations. These cross section data are compiled in the EXFOR318

database [5] as entry number 22795.319

Figure 4 shows examples of differential cross section data320

obtained for the 635-keV γ ray coming from the level at 680321

keV. From the yield of each detector at 150◦ and 110◦, we can322

deduce the differential cross section data for each detector at323

a given angle and these cross sections can then be averaged324

over the two detectors at that angle [ dσ
d�

(θi )]. Finally Eq. (1) is325

used to obtain the angle-integrated cross section for the given326

γ ray. This quantity is calculated for each pair of detectors327

and for the four detectors using the Gauss quadrature. This328

procedure is applied for all transitions and allows verifying329

that the results of the two detectors at one angle are consistent.330

The measured cross sections are compared to four previous331

measurements performed in 1976 by Voss et al. [39], in 1979332

by Olsen et al. [40], in 2004 by Fotiades et al. [6], and in 2009333

by Hutcheson et al. [41]. Some details on these experiments334

are summarized in Table III.335

FIG. 4. (a) Differential cross section data at 110◦ and 150◦ for
each detector (G110, G150, B110, and R150). (b) Differential cross
section data at 110◦ (TOT 110) after adding the statistics for two
detectors; (c) the same for 150◦. (d) Angle-integrated (n, n′γ ) cross
section data obtained for all the possible combinations of two detec-
tors, “TOT” is the combination of the four detectors.
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TABLE III. Summary of the main characteristics of (n, n′γ ) cross section measurements from the literature (EXFOR).

Neutron energy γ -ray energy Number of analyzed
Author (year) Facility Detector (γ ) range (MeV) range (keV) γ transitions

Voss et al. (1976) Isochronous cyclotron, Karlsruhe Ge(Li) �5.5 584–1061 6
Institute of Technology (KIT) (Germany)

Olsen et al. (1979) Oak Ridge electron linear Ge(Li) �5 448.6–1223.9 28
accelerator white neutron source.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (USA)
Fotiades et al. (2004) Weapons Neutron Research (WNR) GEANIE �84 103.5–1485 24

at LANSCE, LANL (USA) detectors (HPGe)
Hutcheson et al. (2009) Tandem Van de Graaff, clover and 5, 6, 10, 12, 14 158.8–1060.3 7

Triangle Universities planar HPGe
Nuclear Laboratory (USA)

A. The special case of low energy γ rays336

As described in detail in reference [19], γ -ray production337

cross section data can be used to infer the total (n, n′) cross338

section which is the sum of all the partial cross sections339

of γ rays that feed the ground state (GS). If a transition340

to the GS from an excited level is not detected for various341

experimental reasons but another one from the same level is342

observed, then the cross section for the unobserved transition343

can be deduced using the branching ratio (if known). This344

allows us to estimate the γ -ray production cross section data345

also for transitions we were not able to detect and, con-346

sequently, in particular to construct the total inelastic cross347

section. In the case of even-even nuclei, the presence of a348

rotational band built on the GS favors the deexcitation path349

through this band. The first excited level collects thus a huge350

part of the γ strength and its deexcitation to the GS repre-351

sents more than 90% of the total cross section in the case352

of 238U. A good experimental determination of the (n, n′γ )353

cross section for the deexcitation of the first level is thus of354

prime importance. The first level in 238U is only at 44.916355

(13) keV and its deexcitation proceeds mainly by internal356

conversion (internal conversion coefficient = 610 (9) from 357

BRICC v2.3S [42]). As shown in Fig. 3 and despite a long 358

measurement time, the peak corresponding to the 44.9-keV 359

γ ray is very weak and placed on a huge background. Only 360

low statistics is achievable for this transition. We note that 361

in this experiment, as γ energies range from a few dozen of 362

keV to more than 1 MeV, the γ energy range has to be as 363

high as possible. Thus for the low γ energies, the data suffer 364

from a well-known “walk” effect of the constant fraction 365

discriminator (CFD): the signal produced by low energy γ 366

rays is very weak (near the level of noise) and the CFD dig- 367

ital algorithm can encounter difficulties when extracting the 368

time information. The result in our case is shown in detail in 369

Fig. 5 where the low γ -ray energy part in the time-amplitude 370

matrix is highlighted. One sees clearly the shift of the γ 371

flash to later time (lower neutron energies) resulting in incor- 372

rect time assignment for events with energies below around 373

200 keV. 374

To correct this effect the following procedure was applied: 375

dedicated beam time was used with a fast timing amplifier 376

between the preamplifier and the TNT cards. In this way, 377

the amplification of the output signal of the preamplifier was 378

FIG. 5. Zoomed-in look of the time-amplitude matrix corresponding to the low-energy γ lines with unamplified (a) and amplified
(b) signals. The so-called “walk” effect is clearly visible in panel (a).
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FIG. 6. (a) Time distributions for the detector G110 and for γ en-
ergy at 103.5 keV. The black distribution is not affected by CFD shift
while the red one is. These two distributions are used to define the
time correction to apply to the data for each impacted γ transition.
(b) Cross section data for the 103.5-keV γ transition before the CFD
shift correction (in red) and after (in black).

increased (the energy range was thus reduced) to shift the low379

γ -energy transitions beyond the shift induced by the CFD.380

The time distributions, for the two settings [see Fig. 6 (top)381

in the case of the 103.5-keV γ line and G110 detector] and382

for the four detectors, are compared and the time correction is383

estimated.384

This time correction is then used to adjust the data as385

illustrated in Fig. 6 (bottom) for the 103.5-keV γ ray. One386

sees the high impact on the high neutron energy zone. The387

uncertainty induced by the correction is taken into account in388

the uncertainty on the neutron energy bins, which explains the389

overlap of the errors bars. Three γ lines have been corrected390

for the CFD effect: 44.9, 103.5, and 159.0 keV.391

B. (n, n′γ ) cross section data 392

Figures 7 and 8 show all the γ -production inelastic data 393

on 238U reported in the present work, with five newly re- 394

ported cross section data, compared to previous experiments 395

and theoretical calculations. In general, our data are in good 396

agreement with the measurements of Hutcheson et al. and 397

systematically higher than the data from Voss et al. except 398

for the γ ray of 952.7 keV. The comparison with the data of 399

Olsen et al. shows that for, in most cases, our cross section 400

data display higher values. This is not the case for the γ ray at 401

680.2 keV because the Olsen datum is the sum of the 678.3- 402

and 680.2-keV transitions. Nine cross section distributions 403

can be compared with the data from Fotiades et al.. The data 404

match very well in shape and in magnitude except for the 405

γ ray of 952.7 keV (our data are lower) and for the two 406

transitions from the level at 680.2 keV (our data are slightly 407

higher). One can also notice a difference for the 103.5-keV 408

γ ray. In this case, the shape and the absolute values of the 409

data are comparable but Fotiades et al. data are shifted about 410

1 MeV towards higher neutron energies (this, however, it is 411

not the case for the other transitions). After several checks 412

(reaction threshold, time distribution, “walk” effect correc- 413

tion; see Sec. III A) no explanation could be found for this 414

difference. It should be mentioned that for the 103.5-keV γ 415

ray, the contribution of the 103.7-keV transition from 237U 416

has not been removed. A first attempt to take this contribution 417

into account was made but the part of the subtracted peak 418

was too high compared to the expected one. This estima- 419

tion was performed starting from the observed cross section 420

data for the 148.6-keV γ ray from the level at 160.0 keV from 421

which the 103.7-keV γ ray is also produced. Consequently, 422

we left the 103.5-keV cross section data uncorrected for this 423

(n, 2nγ ) contribution. 424

In general, it is difficult to propose explanations of the ob- 425

served differences between the different data sets as the causes 426

can be multiple (issues with normalization, contamination, 427

correction factor, etc.). In the case of Voss et al., we could 428

suppose an issue with the normalization as the disagreement 429

is the same for all transitions (except for the 952.7-keV γ ray). 430

Interestingly, such an underestimation is also present when 431

comparing (n, n′γ ) cross section data obtained at GELINA 432

[43,44] and those measured by Voss et al. [45] for 58,60Ni and 433

57Cr. A way to check the validity of the data is to observe 434

the shape of the cross sections for γ ’s coming from the same 435

excited level. For example, for the level at 731.9 keV, the cross 436

section values of the two γ ’s obtained in this work have the 437

same shape while this is not the case for Olsen et al., which 438

suggests an inconsistency. We can also notice that the 952.7- 439

and 849.1-keV γ rays obtained in our work can be questioned. 440

Indeed the peak to plateau ratio at 4 MeV is not the same 441

for the two transitions coming from the same level. More- 442

over the ratio between the two cross section values, which 443

should be more or less constant, presents some structures 444

at low neutron energy as shown in Fig. 12. This suggests a 445

threshold effect or a contamination which has not been taken 446

into account. The 952.7-keV γ ray is in agreement with the 447

previous measurements except with Fotiades et al. for neutron 448

energy above 2 MeV. No previous data existfor the 849.1-keV 449
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FIG. 7. Experimental 238U(n, n′γ ) cross sections (symbols) for E2 transitions in the GS band [panels (a)–(e)] or from the levels of the first
K
 = 0− octupole-vibration band to the GS band [panels (f)–(k)], compared to calculations (curves; see details in Sec. IV). The Olsen datum
at 680.2 keV corresponds to the sum of the 680.2-keV (1−

1 → 0+
1 ) and 678.3-keV (5−

1 → 4+
1 ) transitions.

transition, so we cannot give a conclusion about the validity of450

this cross section regarding other data. Despite investigations,451

as of today, no satisfactory explanation can be given for the452

questionable shape of the excitation functions of the 849.1-453

and 952.7-keV γ rays. The same situation is encountered454

for the three γ transitions from the level at 950.12 keV (the455

ratio of peak over plateau is different for the 905-keV γ ray456

compared to the two others).457

IV. MODELING (n, n′γ ) REACTIONS 458

A. Experiments versus calculations 459

We compare in Figs. 7 and 8 the (n, n′γ ) cross sec- 460

tion values measured by GRAPhEME and the ones from 461

previous experiments with the results of three calculations 462

that represent state of the art for modeling of the n + 238U 463

reaction: 464
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FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7 for transitions from levels in the K
 = 1−, α = 0 band [46] [panels (p)–(r)] and in the K
 = 1−, α = 1 band [46]
[panels (l)–(o)] bands.

(i) Model A is a calculation performed with the TALYS465

1.95 code, with almost the same parameters as in466

Romain et al. [47] and a microscopic pre-equilibrium467

model.468

(ii) Model B is a calculation performed with the COH469

code [48–50].470

(iii) CIELO is the evaluated file adopted by the ENDF/B-471

VIII.0 library [24]. Calculations [51] have been472

performed with the EMPIRE code [52].473

While the main features of most measured cross sections474

are fairly well reproduced by the calculations, differences be-475

tween the three modeling approaches and between models and476

the measurements are observed. A full understanding of those477

discrepancies is crucial to clarify which is the best choice478

of models, parameters, and prescriptions to describe (n, n′γ )479

reactions.480

B. Components of reaction mechanisms481

Neutron inelastic scattering leads to the excitation of the482

target nucleus, which may decay by emitting several γ rays.483

When looking at a specific discrete γ line, the production 484

cross section of the γ ray σ (γi→ j ) (electromagnetic transition 485

from the ith level to the jth level) consists of three compo- 486

nents: an ith level production cross section σi, a probability 487

to decay to the jth level, and a probability of γ -ray emission 488

instead of internal conversion. This is written as 489

σ (γi→ j ) = σib(i → j)
1

1 + α
, (3)

where α is the internal conversion coefficient and b(i → j) is 490

the branching bratio (BR). 491

The ith level is populated in several ways. A simple binary 492

reaction (n + 238U → 238U∗ +n′) leaves the residual nucleus 493

at the ith level. This reaction may consist of two reaction 494

mechanisms: the compound inelastic scattering σ CN
i and the 495

direct inelastic scattering σ DI
i . The sum σ CN

i + σ DI
i is the 496

actual inelastic scattering cross section of the ith level (in 497

previous γ -ray production studies, this type of level popula- 498

tion is often called “side feeding”). When discrete levels or 499

a continuum state higher than the ith level can be excited 500

by these mechanisms, they may decay to the ith level by 501

emitting γ rays. This is a population fed by the γ -ray cascade 502
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σ Cas
i . Here, continuum state refers to the part of the target503

spectrum which is approximated by a continuous description504

beyond a given excitation energy for which the individual lev-505

els are only partially known, and it is to be distinguished from506

the quantum mechanics definition of the continuum that lies507

beyond the particle emission threshold. The γ -ray production508

cross section is thus finally given by509

σ (γi→ j ) = {
σ CN

i + σ DI
i + σ Cas

i

}
b(i → j)

1

1 + α
. (4)

The direct inelastic scattering process excites low-lying510

discrete levels. It may excite giant resonances that sit at higher511

energies as well. The discrete level excitations σ DI
i are often512

calculated by the coupled-channels method where the nuclear513

states are described by the so-called collective model [53].514

For an axially deformed target such as 238U, a static deforma-515

tion is usually assumed (rotor model) with possible dynamic516

oscillations (vibrations in the intrinsic frame). The collective517

model calculation requires the prior knowledge of spin-parity518

and excitation energy of the low-lying states, as well as the519

static and dynamic deformation parameters.520

For incident energies up to a few MeV, despite a signif-521

icant contribution of the direct process, inelastic scattering522

is dominated by a compound process, namely the formation523

and decay of a compound nucleus (see Figs. 2 and 3 of524

Ref. [47]). At higher energies, as the level density increases,525

the compound process contribution rapidly decreases, and first526

the direct and then the preequilibrium process dominate.527

The compound inelastic scattering is calculated with the528

statistical Hauser-Feshbach theory with the width fluctuation529

correction. When the incident neutron energy is not so high,530

all final states of inelastic scattering are discrete levels and531

the cross section is written by a compound nucleus formation532

cross section multiplied by the BR,533

σ CN
i = σ CN T (i → CN)∑

j T ( j → CN)
Wi, (5)

where T (i → CN) is the neutron transmission coefficient534

from the ith discrete level to the compound state, and Wi is the535

width fluctuation correction factor. When the incident neutron536

energy increases, the residual nucleus can also be in a con-537

tinuum state, and the summation in Eq. (5) is replaced by an538

appropriate integration over the level density. Obviously σ CN
i539

decreases rapidly, since the denominator of the BR increases540

with the number of open channels [47]. Note that Wi also541

depends on the neutron incident channel [54], as well as on542

the collective excitation [49], which will be discussed later.543

Above �10 MeV, a nucleon can be scattered to the con-544

tinuum before the system reaches the equilibrium, and the545

preequilibrium model describes the inelastic scattering pro-546

cess. This is a part of σ Cas
i . The pre-equilibrium process547

proceeds through two distinct mechanisms: the multistep di-548

rect mechanism (MSD) where at least one nucleon is in the549

continuum, or the multistep compound mechanism (MSC)550

where all the nucleons are bound [55]. Since MSC is a weak551

process [56], we may omit this from our calculations. A clas-552

sical approach to the preequilibrium process is given by the553

exciton model. However, in contrast to the MSC and MSD554

chains defined by Feshbach’s projection operator technique,555

the exciton model does not respect the configuration space 556

and phenomenologically parametrizes the particle-hole pair 557

creation and annihilation matrix elements. Besides, the exci- 558

ton model does not conserve the spin and parity. This has a 559

significant impact on σ Cas
i as shown by Dashdorj et al. [57], 560

and as illustrated later in Sec. IV C. 561

The calculated level production cross section σi strongly 562

depends on model input parameters and prescriptions used 563

to describe the various mechanisms at work. For inelastic 564

scattering to the ith level, these parameters are 565

(i) for σ DI
i , optical potential parameters, the coupling 566

scheme of nuclear states, and nuclear deformation pa- 567

rameters, 568

(ii) for σ CN
i , optical potential parameters that provide the 569

transmission coefficients, a method to account for the 570

widths fluctuation correction. 571

The γ -ray cascade originates from either a continuum state 572

or a discrete level, and the distinction between the contin- 573

uum and discrete states are rather arbitrary depending on the 574

selected prescription. Models often rely on a sharp critical 575

energy up to which all the spins and parities of discrete levels 576

are supposed to be known, then they switch to a level density 577

model (see discussion in Sec. V D). 578

Each of these modeling features has a relative importance 579

that depends on the characteristics of ith level and the incident 580

energy considered. This will be discussed in the following 581

sections, where options for modeling of direct excitations, 582

preequilibrium reactions, and the structure of the target nu- 583

cleus will be compared and their impact on (n, n′γ ) cross 584

sections will be discussed. 585

C. Compound reaction modeling 586

Inelastic scattering through a compound process [σ CN
i in 587

Eq. (5)] is usually modeled following the statistical Hauser- 588

Feshbach theory that replaces the energy-average decay 589

width 〈c〉 by the optical model transmission coefficients Tc. 590

These coefficients are given by solving the single-channel 591

Schrödinger equation for a one-body complex potential. The 592

scattering matrix S is always diagonal, and the transmission 593

coefficient is calculated as Tc = 1 − |Scc|2. However, when 594

excited states are strongly coupled with the ground state, the 595

S-matrix of the coupled-channels method is no longer diago- 596

nal. In that case, to apply the Hauser-Feshbach model with the 597

width fluctuation correction, we first calculate the Satchler’s 598

penetration matrix [58] 599

Pab = δab −
∑

c

SacS∗
bc, (6)

and diagonalize it by a unitary transformation [59] 600

(UPU †)αβ = δαβ pα, 0 � pα � 1, (7)

where pα is the transmission coefficient in the diagonal 601

space. The transformation U diagonalizes the matrix S as 602

S̃ = USU T , where the diagonal S̃ includes the single-channel 603

transmission coefficient pα . The statistical model is per- 604

formed in the diagonal S̃ space to obtain the width fluctuation 605

corrected cross section σαα and σαβ , then the matrix is 606
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FIG. 9. Calculated (n, n′γ ) cross sections with (full black
curves) and without (dashed red curves) the EWT (see details in
Sec. IV C). The contribution from the compound inelastic scattering,
that is σ CN

i
b(i→ j)

1+α
, to the γ -ray production σ (γi→ j ) [see Eq. (4)] is

also displayed as dotted blue curves for calculations with the EWT
and dotted-dashed green curves for calculations without. Symbols
represent experimental data as defined in Figs. 7 and 8.

transformed back to the cross section space σaa and σab [60].607

This gives a compound nucleus cross section that rigorously608

accounts for off-diagonal elements in S. Because of the uni-609

tarity limit constraint, this transformation, often called the610

Engelbrecht-Weidenmüller transformation (EWT), mitigates611

the well known enhancement of the elastic channel [50] and612

enhances the inelastic cross section below 2 MeV as shown in613

Fig. 9 of [50].614

Although this effect should be accounted for in the n +615

238U reaction modeling [61,62], its impact on (n, n′γ ) cross616

sections remains small in the energy range of our experimental617

data, as shown in Fig. 9 (top panel) for the γ decays of the 4+
1618

and 1−
1 levels, where the γ -ray productions calculated with619

(black full curves) and without (red dashed curves) this effect620

are compared. The population of these levels below 1 MeV621

is mainly due to the CN inelastic scattering. However, the622

EWT correction changes the CN cross section by at most623

10–20% below 1.5 MeV (compare dotted blue and dot-dashed624

green curves in Fig. 9). Note that to illustrate how the CN625

inelastic scattering contributes to the γ -ray production, the626

CN inelastic cross sections are weighted by the factor b(i→ j)
1+α

627

for the transition i → j [see Eq. (3)].628

D. Preequilibrium modeling 629

1. Microscopic approaches 630

In the context of the present work, preequilibrium emis- 631

sion corresponds to the fast emission of a neutron in the 632

continuum, in contrast to inelastic scattering to discrete exci- 633

tations at low energies. We model the preequilibrium process 634

either with the classical exciton model or with quantum me- 635

chanical (QM) microscopic approaches. For the latter, the 636

emission is described as a direct excitation process, and the 637

angular momentum conservation is explicitly included. In the 638

QM approaches, we demonstrate two types of calculations 639

that involve different levels of complexity. 640

First, we describe the target excited states as one-particle 641

one-hole (1p-1h) excitation of the ground state [57], and one- 642

step DWBA (distorted wave Born approximation) calculations 643

are performed for each of the 1p-1h configurations. As we 644

mainly deal with neutron induced reactions below 20 MeV, 645

contributions by larger number can be neglected. 646

The second approach is based on the QRPA (quasiparti- 647

cle random phase approximation) nuclear structure method 648

and approximated projection techniques to define the tar- 649

get excitation in the laboratory frame [63]. First, excitations 650

in the intrinsic frame are defined as one-phonon excitation 651

of the QRPA correlated ground-state. Then we perform a 652

coupled channels calculation which employs couplings be- 653

tween the ground state rotational band and the rotational band 654

states that stem from an intrinsic excitation. Such a coupled 655

channel calculation is repeated for each intrinsic excitation 656

predicted by the QRPA model. A folding model generates 657

the optical potential and form factors that enter the defini- 658

tion of the coupled channels equations. More details of the 659

present JLM/QRPA approach for axial nuclei can be found in 660

Ref. [64]. We add here that HFB (Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov) 661

and QRPA calculations are performed using a cylindrical 662

harmonic oscillator basis with 13 major shells with the D1S 663

Gogny force [65]. Intrinsic excitations are considered for 664

values of the projection K of the total angular momentum 665

on the nucleus symmetry axis up to 10, and values of the 666

target state spin J and transferred angular momentum L up 667

to 10, for both parities, to ensure a good convergence of our 668

calculations. 669

2. Spin distribution of populated states 670

The preequilibrium process transfers relatively small an- 671

gular momentum to the residual nucleus because a limited 672

number of nucleon degrees of freedom are involved. By 673

comparison, in the compound reaction an incident neutron 674

populates a wide range of spin states in the CN, so the neu- 675

tron emission process enlarges the spin phase space being 676

accessible in the residual nucleus. As shown by Dashdorj 677

et al. [57], the spin distribution of populated states by the 678

preequilibrium process modifies the γ -ray cascade, which 679

results in a significant difference of the discrete γ -ray produc- 680

tion in the (n, n′γ ) transitions, especially for γ decay from 681

high spin levels at incident energies where preequilibrium 682

dominates. 683

Within a microscopic approach inelastic scatterings to 684

many target states, each of them characterized by an 685
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excitation energy Ex, a spin J , and a parity 
, are explicitly686

calculated, hence the spin-parity distribution of the populated687

states in the continuum is readily known. The spin distribution688

of the populated states for the incident neutron energy En689

reads690

R(J, En, Ex ) =
∑


=±1

σJ
 (En, Ex )∑
J
 σJ
 (En, Ex )

, (8)

where σJ
 is the microscopically calculated inelastic scatter-691

ing cross section to the (J,
, Ex ) state.692

The exciton model does not provide the spin-parity dis-693

tribution of the residual nucleus. TALYS employs an ad hoc694

prescription by Gruppelaar [66] to calculate the spin-parity695

distribution, which is based on the level density model696

Rn(J
) = f

2J + 1√
πn3σ 3

n

exp

{
− (J + 1/2)2

nσ 2
n

}
, (9)

where n is the exciton number and f
 = 1
2 . The spin cutoff697

parameter is698

σ 2
n = snA2/3 . (10)

Rn(J
) satisfies the normalization
∑

J
 (2J + 1)Rn(J
) � 1699

(deviation from unity is less than 10−6 if s > 0.006 for700

A = 238). The s-parameter value implemented in the TALYS701

1.95 code is s = 0.24, following Gruppelaar [66]. The spin-702

parity distribution of the exciton model is a convolution of703

the Rn(J
) distributions with the occupation probabilities704

for each exciton configuration. If σn(En, Ex ) is the pre-705

equilibrium neutron emission component corresponding to the706

exciton number n, which depends on the incident neutron707

energy En and on the target excitation energy Ex, the resulting708

spin distribution is709

R(En, Ex, J ) =
∑


=±1

∑
n Rn(J
)σn(En, Ex )∑

n σn(En, Ex )
. (11)

Figure 10 compares the spin distribution associated with710

the exciton model, Eq. (11), to the spin distribution of Eq. (8)711

calculated from the JLM/QRPA or the DWBA/1p-1h mi-712

croscopic models. As seen in Figs. 10(b) and 10(c), both713

microscopic calculations give an average spin in the range714

2h̄–6h̄ while the minimum value of the exciton model is 9h̄715

and grows rapidly with the excitation energy as components716

with higher number of excitons are added. An example of the717

distribution for the incident (outgoing) energy 10 (5) MeV is718

shown in Fig. 10(a). While both microscopic models have a719

very similar width (both centered at 3h̄-4h̄) the excitons model720

is centered at 9h̄ and has a very large width.721

Consequently, in comparison to the exciton model, the722

microscopic models strongly suppress the γ transitions from723

levels with spin higher than 6h̄, which is demonstrated in724

Fig. 11 for the E2 transitions inside the ground state rotational725

band: the 159.0-keV (6+ → 4+), the 210.6-keV (8+ → 6+),726

and the 257.8-keV (10+ → 8+) γ rays. Since the preequilib-727

rium process given by microscopic models hardly populates728

high spin states in the continuum, the experimental data of729

high-spin transitions, such as 10+ → 8+, are well reproduced730

by these models that give a proper ratio of preequilibrium to731

compound process.732

FIG. 10. (a) Spin distribution for the incident energy 10 MeV
and an excitation energy of 5 MeV. Average spin as a function of
the excitation energy for the two incident energies 10 MeV (b) and
20 MeV (c). On these plots, results from the exciton model are
compared to those of the two microscopic preequilibrium models
(see Secs. IV D and IV D 2).

Neutron emission for excitation energy above the 238U neu- 733

tron separation energy Sn = 6.154 MeV does not contribute 734

to (n, n′γ ) reactions as the excited nucleus will most likely 735

emit a second neutron. Keeping that in mind, we have fitted 736

the cutoff parameter s of Eq. (10) to approximately reproduce 737

the spin distribution of the microscopic models below the 738
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FIG. 11. Data for 238U(n, n′γ ) cross sections for transitions within the ground state rotational band. Spin and parity of the initial and final
states, energy of the γ ray, experimental data (symbols) and calculations (curves) are defined in the plots. Calculations based on four different
preequilibrium models are compared: excitons with s = 0.24 or s = 0.04, JLM/QRPA (TALYS code) and DWBA (CoH code).

excitation energy Ex = Sn (dotted-dashed red curves in739

Fig. 10) and found the value s = 0.04. When the exciton740

model is used with this value of the spin cutoff parameter,741

transitions from high spin levels are well reproduced as shown742

in Fig. 11 (red dotted-dashed curves).743

V. IMPORTANCE OF NUCLEAR744

STRUCTURE KNOWLEDGE745

A. Experimental γ intensity determination746

As already mentioned, an important ingredient in the747

prompt γ -ray spectroscopy method is the good knowledge748

of the nuclei structure information. With our measurements,749

when we are able to measure the deexcitation of a level by sev-750

eral γ rays, we can deduce the γ intensity and check the value751

in the ENSDF database [38] or in other nuclear structure ex-752

periments such as those by Govor et al. [67]. Most of the BRs753

in ENSDF come from Coulex experiments and particularly754

from McGowan et al. [68]. The data from Govor et al. have755

been obtained in a (n, n′γ ) experiment after an irradiation of756

238U with a beam of reactor fast neutrons. We have calculated757

γ intensity for all levels where it was possible and the results758

are summarized in Table IV. This study reveals discrepancies759

between our and previous works for levels at 680.11, 950.12,760

and 997.58 keV. For the last one, discrepancy stays neverthe-761

less within the uncertainty with regards to ENSDF. Figure 12762

illustrates the calculated ratio of γ intensity for the levels at763

680.11 and 997.58 keV. We note that, as this ratio has to be764

constant, it was calculated for the neutron energy range where765

it is effectively constant. Indeed, for low neutron energies we766

are sensitive to threshold effect and, at high neutron energy767

where the (n, n′γ ) cross sections are very low, we are sensitive 768

to statistics variations but also to possible contaminations 769

by (n, 2n) processes. For the level at 680.11 keV, our result 770

coincides with Govor et al. but is in disagreement with 771

ENSDF. Considering the level at 950.12 keV, our measure- 772

ment is in disagreement with ENSDF, especially for the 773

270.1-keV γ ray. The values from Govor et al. show that the 774

intensities of the 270.1- and 218.1-keV transitions are inverted 775

compared to ENSDF and our values. If this inversion is due 776

to a typo in the article, then our values would be in good 777

TABLE IV. γ intensities calculated in this work compared to
ENSDF and Govor et al. [67] values.

Iγ Iγ Iγ
Elevel (keV) Eγ (keV) this work ENSDF Govor et al.

680.11 680.2 61 (7) 79 (4) 61
635.3 100 100 (2) 100

731.93 583.55 84 (3) 81.4 (16) 85
686.99 100 100 (2) 100

826.64 519.46 55 (2) 50 (3) 56
678.3 100 100 (6) 100

930.55 251.2 11 (2) 13.1 (4) 8.7
885.46 100 100 (4) 100

950.12 270.1 28 (3) 48 (8) 37
218.1 41 (8) 53 (6) 27
905.5 100 100 (6) 100

997.58 952.65 64 (9) 56.8 (13) 55
849.1 100 100 (3) 100
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FIG. 12. Ratio of γ intensity obtained for the levels at 680.11
keV (a) and 997.58 keV (b), compared to values from ENSDF and
from reference Govor et al. [67].

agreement. We could also point out that from the level at778

930.55 keV, another γ (931.1 keV) is present in the ENSDF779

data file with a relative intensity of 25.2 (13). This intensity780

is stronger than the one of the 251.2-keV γ ray that we781

measured. From the value of the cross section measured for782

the 885.5-keV γ ray, one can deduce a maximum of the cross783

section at � 45 mb for the 931.1 keV γ -ray that should be784

observed with GRAPhEME. Nevertheless, as shown in the785

Fig. 3, only a very small peak is present in the γ -ray energy786

distribution at 931 keV. In the results of Govor et al., this γ787

transition is associated with a relative intensity of 5.2, corre-788

sponding to a maximum of the cross section amplitude around789

9 mb, which is near the limit of detection of GRAPhEME in790

this experiment. This could suggest a wrong intensity refer-791

enced in ENSDF for the 931.1-keV γ ray.792

Moreover, in 238U and up to Ei = 1.3 MeV (which is the793

energy of the highest level for which we have been able to794

detect the γ decay), 79 γ transitions are listed in ENSDF; 76%795

have BR information and only 56% are mentioned with uncer-796

tainty. The impact of this lack of knowledge on the discrete797

nuclear structure should be quantified to estimate the error798

induced in the (n, n′) cross section calculation from (n, n′γ )799

measurements.800

FIG. 13. Sensitivity matrix for calculated γ -production cross
sections for 1.2 MeV incident neutron energy to BRs in 238U. Li is
the number of the level in TALYS (figure from Ref. [20]).

B. Sensitivity study with MC calculations 801

We developed a Monte Carlo simulation based on the 802

TALYS 1.8 code which allows us to estimate the sensitivity of 803

a calculated γ -transition cross section to the uncertainty on 804

BRs of other γ transitions. One by one, the γ -ray BRs are 805

varied following a Gaussian distribution of standard deviation 806

10% around the reference value (concurrent transitions are 807

renormalized accordingly). For each realization of a BR value, 808

TALYS is run and calculates the cross sections for all γ rays in 809

the nucleus. This is done 100 times per transition and all the 810

outputs are collected and processed with the cov function of 811

the Python numpy package [69,70] to produce a correlation 812

matrix (in Fig. 13) that shows the amount of variation of the 813

γ -ray production cross section for 1.2 MeV incident neutron 814

energy around its central value, for a given relative variation 815

around a specific BR (more information on the method is 816

given in [19]). 817

One sees that, for transitions decaying from levels 6 (3−
1 ), 818

5 (1−
1 ), 4 (6+

1 ), and 3 (4+
1 ), the calculated γ -production cross 819

sections are sensitive to the BRs and an uncertainty on BR 820

of 10% can lead to an uncertainty on cross section values of 821

around 4%. The changes in BR values that have a major im- 822

pact on other transitions are emphasized in Fig. 13 (transition 823

in bold on the x-axis). For instance, a change of 10% in the 824

BR value for the L18-L03 transition leads to a change of about 825

4% of the γ production for the L03-L02 transition. In ENSDF, 826

the average BR uncertainty is 8%, thus this information plays 827

a significant role in the uncertainty estimation when inferring 828

the (n, n′) cross sections from (n, n′γ ) ones. 829

C. Discrete structure and interband transition 830

The specific shape of a γ -ray production for an inter-band 831

transition (see Figs. 7 and 8) can be related to the fact that 832

the decaying level is strongly produced by the decay of a 833
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FIG. 14. Experimental 238U(n, n′γ ) cross sections (symbols) compared to the nuclear reaction code calculations with various BR determi-
nation methods (see Sec. V C).

few discrete levels at higher excitation energy. Consequently,834

modeling these transitions requires a very good knowledge of835

the decay scheme and more precisely of the BRs. Discrepancy836

between theory and measurements can reveal that BRs are837

not adequate (in terms of their overall magnitude) or that838

the production by one or several parent levels is not well839

accounted for. Note that all the interband transitions reported840

here decay from levels with spin J � 5, so they are almost841

not impacted by the variations of spin distributions of the842

residual nucleus that occurs when the preequilibrium model843

is changed.844

BR values reported in the RIPL3 [71] nuclear struc-845

ture database are used in all calculations reported above.846

We investigated some assumptions for unknown γ -ray BRs847

(indicated as zero in RIPL3). We consider the next three848

prescriptions:849

(i) BR1: if E1 transitions are possible, we assume an850

equal branching for each of them and no other tran-851

sition. If no E1 transition is possible, we assume an852

equal branching to all daughter levels (prescription853

used in model B performed with COH).854

(ii) BR2-a: uses a single particle estimate of Weisskopf855

(see Eqs. (6.8) and (6.9) of [72]). In this case, transi-856

tion rates to all daughter levels are calculated for all857

the possible EL and ML transitions (only transitions858

with a corresponding BR value above 0.1% are kept).859

(iii) BR2-b: uses the same approximation as BR2-a and860

the BR values corresponding to the γ intensities given861

in the third column of Table IV.862

We note that the database we used in the TALYS 1.95 cal- 863

culations displayed in Figs. 7, 8, and 11 was also generated 864

from the RIPL3 database and the BR1 prescription to mimic 865

the discrete decay scheme used in both COH and EMPIRE cal- 866

culations. Figure 14 displays the comparison between TALYS 867

calculations performed with BR1, BR2-a, and BR2-b decay 868

schemes and measurements for a few transitions. Using either 869

of the two prescriptions BR1 or BR2-a may improve or deteri- 870

orate the calculated transitions. This unclear picture pinpoints 871

that a more thorough study of the unknown transitions in RIPL 872

is needed to improve the modeling at this point. However, us- 873

ing the γ intensities deduced from the present measurements 874

(BR2-b) improves the overall agreement between calculations 875

and data. For the 1−
1 -0+

1 transition, the improvement has two 876

origins: first, the γ intensity for the 680.2-keV transition is 877

reduced; second, the 1−
1 level production is reduced as well, 878

since the intensities of the 270.1- and 251.2-keV γ rays, that 879

populate to the 1−
1 level, are also reduced. By reducing the 880

uncertainties on the nuclear structure information, the present 881

measurements offer a way to better understand other modeling 882

aspect. 883

D. Discrete levels embedded in the continuum 884

The level descriptions used in the modeling usually 885

switches from a discrete structure (discrete energies and BRs) 886

to a continuum structure (level densities and γ -strength func- 887

tions) at the excitation energy where individual levels are 888

thought to be missing. For 238U, the level scheme is assumed 889

to be complete up to 40 excited levels, the last level lying at 890

1.318 MeV [71]. It is, however, possible to use the experimen- 891
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FIG. 15. (n, n′γ ) cross sections calculated with (full black
curves) and without (dashed red curves) discrete states embedded in
the continuum (see Sec. V D). Symbols represent experimental data
as defined in Figs. 7 and 8.

tally known discrete levels above this energy by combining a892

discrete and continuum description, i.e., embedding discrete893

levels in the continuum. This was shown to be important in894

reproducing 182,184,186W(n, n′γ ) cross section data [20,73].895

We applied this method to the present 238U(n, n′γ ) reaction896

modeling with the COH code. Embedding 54 discrete levels in897

the continuum increases the γ production by a few percent for898

intraband transitions, as illustrated in Fig. 15 for the 6+
1 -4+

1899

transition. Impact on the interband transitions is negligible900

(not shown). This information is important to achieve a good901

understanding of (n, n′γ ) modeling and to avoid compensa-902

tion effects between the various modeling aspects.903

VI. CONCLUSIONS904

The prompt γ -ray spectroscopy method used with the905

GRAPhEME setup is a powerful method to produce precise906

(n, xnγ ) cross section data valuable for studying reaction907

models and improving the quality of evaluated nuclear data908

files. We have shown that the (n, n′γ ) cross sections can be909

used as a fine probe to pinpoint shortcomings in both reaction910

modeling and nuclear structure knowledge.911

Microscopic modeling of the preequilibrium emission im-912

proves the description of the (n, n′γ ) reactions as it predicts913

spin distributions of the residual nucleus that account for914

the cross section contributions caused by γ decay from high915

spin levels (decay of 8+ and 10+ levels). While it improves 916

the description on compound inelastic scattering, the inclu- 917

sion of the Engelbrecht-Weidenmüller transformation in the 918

width fluctuation correction did not impact significantly the 919

calculation of the (n, n′γ ) cross sections in the energy range 920

of our experimental data. Some of the interband transitions 921

are shown to be very sensitive to the choice of prescription for 922

discrete levels γ decay that are not given in the RIPL3 library. 923

New branching ratios were extracted from the present 924

measurements, which, when used in the modeling, seem to 925

improve the theory/experiment agreement. Discrete states in 926

the continuum are shown to play a role in the data/modeling 927

agreement. This reveals the importance of (n, xnγ ) studies of 928

recent refinements implemented in nuclear reaction codes, but 929

also reveals defects that need further consideration. 930

Large uncertainties in the current modeling are related to 931

the knowledge of the decay scheme: poorly known branching 932

ratios and an incomplete information of the discrete states 933

above 1.3 MeV. With a Monte Carlo type approach, we 934

showed that 10% of uncertainty on the BR values leads to 935

an uncertainty on the calculated cross sections of around 4%. 936

That effect should be considered if total (n, n′) cross sections 937

are inferred from partial (n, n′γ ) cross section data. 938

Involving nuclear structure theory, such as the QRPA ap- 939

proach, could be helpful in providing new constraints or 940

guidance to complete the structure knowledge. A deeper re- 941

view of the γ -decay scheme from the RIPL3 library could 942

be of interest as well. Other aspects of the modeling, such as 943

variation of the E1 and M1 strength functions that define the γ 944

decay from continuum levels, were shown to be of importance 945

[20] and should be studied more in detail in the context of 946

(n, n′γ ) reactions. 947

As mentioned in the Introduction, in a next step, all the 948

cross sections obtained in the frame of this new measurement 949

on 238U and the improvements performed on modeling will be 950

used to produce total neutron inelastic scattering cross section 951

of 238U. We also mention that the results reported here are part 952

of a more comprehensive experimental work performed with 953

GRAPhEME which will lead to new (n, xnγ ) cross section 954

data on 238U, 182,184,186W, and 232Th (publications in prepara- 955

tion). 956
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